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How is it propelled?
Newton’s Third Law answered this 
question before we did. It is the 
reaction between the force of impact 
of the water exiting the turbine into the 
air and the surface of the water that 
propels your jet ski. The engine load is 
the same with or without the Wave 
Boat; only the dynamic of your boat 
varies.

Thanks to our compatibility kits for each jet ski brand and our boat buckle strap system, the Wave Boat is compatible 
with most Sea-Doo (except Spark), Yamaha and Kawasaki Ultra and 15F models.

This patented system ensures that the jet ski fits into the boat perfectly and remains in place, preventing any cavitation. 
You would like to switch jet ski models or brands while keeping the same Wave Boat? No problem. Simply change your 
compatibility kit.

Your jet ski

Since it is turbine propelled, the Wave 
Boat offers unparalleled boating 
comfort, the safety of a propeller-free 
engine, low draft, immediate power, 
and incomparable manoeuvrability.

Does it have
a propeller?

Why should
I get one?

Where can
I use it ?

The Wave Boat allows you to access 
areas where the jet skis were once 
prohibited. With the Wave Boat, 
expand your playground from the 
sea to inland waters. No matter where 
you are, you can switch from a family 
activity to a sport in a few seconds. 
Designed as a boat in and of itself, 
the Wave Boat floats perfectly without 
a jet ski. 

The Wave Boat is not just a boat;    
it is a boat propelled by a jet         
ski. While traditional boats are 
propelled by a classical boat 
engine, the Wave Boat is a real 
adrenaline machine. It takes only 
a few seconds for you to free your 
jet ski from the Wave Boat and to 
let all the power and handling of 
your jet ski do all the talking.



Since it is easy to tow, owing to its compact size and light weight, 
the 444 White Sharp is simple and handy. It is the best choice if 
you want a real boat with the best value for your money!

White hull

*Pictures for illustrative purpose only, some models may vary

White Sharp

Black Wake
With its wakeboard tower and excellent power to weight ratio, 
regardless of the engine, the 444 Black Wake is for thrill 
seekers. 

Black hull
Red and black logo
Wakeboard Tower
Bimini Top

* Radio is optional



Wave Boat The Wave Boat is not just a boat; it’s a boat propelled by a jet ski. Thanks to our compatibility 
kits for each jet ski brand and our boat buckle strap system, the Wave Boat is compatible with 
most Sea-Doo (except Spark), Yamaha and Kawasaki Ultra and 15F models.

The Wake model is essential for boating in the best conditions for 
towed water sports enthusiasts.

Yellow hull
Wakeboard tower
Wakeboard rack

Wake

*Pictures for illustrative purpose only, some models may vary



Sundeck
It is the best choice for calm afternoons, owing to its table that you can 
convert into a large sundeck and its two rear sundecks that are perfect 
for relaxing.

White hull
Table

* Bimini top is optional



Full Wake
Send your playlist from your mobile to the Bluetooth sound system, relax 
under the large Bimini top, and go boating comfortably day and night.

Black hull
Backstep storage
Wakeboard tower
Wakeboard rack

Bimini top
Table
Radio 
Navigation lights

*Pictures for illustrative purpose only, some models may vary



With its wide circulation area and its tower, the 656 is perfectly designed for 
wakeboarding with friends.

Red hull/white deck
Left sundeck
Wakeboard tower
Wakeboard rack

Wake

*Pictures for illustrative purpose only, some models may vary



Sundeck
Sit on the swim platform or lounge comfortably on the large sundeck with a 
cool drink in one hand and a good book in the other one.

White hull
Logo (new)
Left sundeck
Right seat
Table
Navigation lights 
Side cushions

*Pictures for illustrative purpose only, some models may vary



Day or night, in still water or rough water, the 656 Full Wake offers all the 
comfort of an open deck. Its sound system, and large inviting space in the 
front make it a cosy nest.

Black hull/ white deck
Left sundeck
Right seat,
Table
Wakeboard tower+ Bimini top + 2 Wakeboards racks
Radio
Navigation lights
Side cushions

* Sink and shower are optional

Full Wake
*Pictures for illustrative purpose only, some models may vary.



Fastening system

Options available

*Pictures for illustrative purpose only, some models may vary.



It is the most luxurious model of the Wave Boat line. 
Spacious and user-friendly, it has all the advantages of 
an open deck. It boasts a wide space in the front, a 
powerful look, a high bow, and above all, a design 
dedicated to the comfort of its seven passengers.
It is the perfect model for outings at sea, a true water 
park allowing you to switch from jet skiing, to 
wakeboarding, to diving, to relaxing in seconds!

180-300
hp

7

WAKE

5,56 m / 21’6”

2,46 m / 8’

0,40 m / 0’11”

780 kg / 1716 lb

487 kg / 1074 lb

7

✔

✔

✔

✔

6

FULL WAKE

5,56 m / 21’6”

2,46 m / 8’

0,40 m / 0’11”

—

487 kg / 1074 lb

7

✔

✔

✔

✔  ✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Rear right
seat

7

SUNDECK

5,56 m / 21’6”

2,46 m / 8’

0,40 m / 0’11”

—

487 kg / 1074 lb

7

✔

✔

✔

Rear right
seat

7

Pack name

Overall length

Beam

Draft

Weight without jet ski

Maximum payload

Maximum no. of passengers

Colour hull

Sealver logo

Wakeboard tower

Wakeboard rack

Bimini top

Table with cushions

Audio pack

Navigation lights

Extra pack

Storage compartments

SUNDECK

5,25 m / 17’2”

2,36 m / 7’8”

0,30 m / 0’11”

—

600 kg / 1322 lb

6

✔

✔

✔

3

WAKE

5,25 m / 17’2”

2,36 m / 7’8”

0,30 m / 0’11”

600 kg / 1320 lb

600 kg / 1322 lb

6

✔

✔

✔

✔

3

FULL WAKE

5,25 m / 17’2”

2,36 m / 7’8”

0,30 m / 0’11”

—

600 kg / 1322 lb

6

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

2 backstep 
storage 

compartment

5

444 WHITE SHARP

4,44 m / 15.5”

2,24 m / 7.3”

0,30 m / 0.11”

450 kg / 990 lb

376 kg / 831 lb

5

✔

✔

4

BLACK WAKE

4,44 m / 15.5”

2,24 m / 7.3”

0,30 m / 0.11”

—

376 kg / 831 lb

5

✔

✔

✔

✔

4

The brand-new model from the 
rigid line, the 444 is handy, 
compact and handles well. It seats 
up to five people and boasts 
storage compartments in the front 
and back, which is ideal if you are 
going on a picnic or need to store 
your water toys. With its sharp hull 
that cuts through choppy waters, it 
is nearly manoeuvrable as a jet ski. 
This model is perfect for practising 
water sports with friends.

90-300
hp

5

Designed for up to 6 people (boat and jet ski 
combined), the 525 is a family boat. With its two rear 
sundecks and front removable table (ideal for four to 
six people) it is perfect for fun outings with family and 
friends.
You can use the 525 at sea as well as in fresh water, 
where you will appreciate its versatility while practising 
towed water sports.

90-300
hp

6



*Pictures for illustrative purpose only, some models may vary.




